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The Cajal (coiled) body (CB) is a structure enriched in proteins involved in mRNA, rRNA, and
snRNA metabolism. CBs have been shown to interact with specific histone and snRNA gene loci.
To examine the potential role of CBs in U2 snRNA metabolism, we used a variety of genomic and
oligonucleotide probes to visualize in situ newly synthesized U2 snRNA relative to U2 loci and
CBs. Results demonstrate that long spacer sequences between U2 coding repeats are transcribed,
supporting other recent evidence that U2 transcription proceeds past the 39 box. The presence of
bright foci of this U2 locus RNA differed between alleles within the same nucleus; however, this
did not correlate with the loci’s association with a CB. Experiments with specific oligonucleotide
probes revealed signal for preU2 RNA within CBs. PreU2 was also detected in the locus-associated
RNA foci, whereas sequences 39 of preU2 were found only in these foci, not in CBs. This suggests
that a longer primary transcript is processed before entry into CBs. Although this work shows that
direct contact of a U2 locus with a CB is not simply correlated with RNA at that locus, it provides
the first evidence of new preU2 transcripts within CBs. We also show that, in contrast to CBs, SMN
gems do not associate with U2 gene loci and do not contain preU2. Because other evidence
indicates that preU2 is processed in the cytoplasm before assembly into snRNPs, results point to
an involvement of CBs in modification or transport of preU2 RNA.
INTRODUCTION
First described in 1903 (Ramon y Cajal, 1903), the subnuclear
structure known as the coiled or “Cajal” bodies (CBs) are
roughly spherical structures found in many cell types, num-
bering one to five per nucleus (Gall et al., 1995; Matera, 1998,
1999; reviewed by Schul et al., 1998a). Numerous snRNAs
and proteins of both nuclear and nucleolar origin are en-
riched in the CB. These include factors involved in transcrip-
tion and/or processing of mRNAs, snRNAs, histone mRNA,
and rRNA (Jordan et al., 1997; Schul et al., 1998b; Abbott et
al., 1999; Gall et al., 1999).
CBs have been reported to interact with other subnuclear
bodies. The association between CBs and the nucleolus are
well established (Raska et al., 1990; Malatesta et al., 1994;
Bohmann et al., 1995), and transient interactions between
CBs and cleavage bodies (Schul et al., 1996) and PML do-
mains (Grande et al., 1996; Ishov and Maul, 1996) have also
been reported. The SMN (survival motor neuron) protein,
the gene for which is deleted in spinal muscular atrophy, is
consistently enriched in foci termed “SMN gems.” Gems are
often very closely associated or even coincident with CBs
(Liu and Dreyfuss, 1996); in many cultured cells studied,
CBs and gems appear to be coincident (Carvalho et al., 1999).
SMN has been implicated in snRNP biogenesis, supporting
the idea that gems (and potentially CBs) may be involved in
snRNP production (Pellizzoni et al., 1998). An extension of
this hypothesis is that CBs are sites of preassembly of pol I,
II, and III transcription/RNA processing complexes, or
“transcriptosomes” (Gall et al., 1999).
Apart from their potential role in snRNP biogenesis or
recycling, observations showing a relationship between CBs
and specific gene loci suggest that CBs could have a more
direct relationship to the expression and nuclear metabolism
of specific types of RNAs. Several years ago, it was demon-
strated that sphere organelles of amphibian germinal vesi-
cles associate with histone gene loci (Gall et al., 1981; Callan
et al., 1991). More recently, we and others have shown that
mammalian CBs preferentially associate with several differ-
ent snRNA, snoRNA, and histone gene loci (Frey and Ma-
tera, 1995; Smith et al., 1995; Gao et al., 1997; Jacobs et al.,
1999). In the HeLa cell line we studied, ;45% of U2 gene loci
are positioned at the immediate periphery of the CB, with a
subset of CBs associated with multiple U2 loci and/or with
* Correspondingauthor.E-mailaddress:jeanne.lawrence@umassmed.
edu.
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Figure 1.
Figure 2. The U2 locus transcribes more than preU2 RNA. (A) Map of the U2 repeat indicating different probes. (B) A 4.3-kb fragment from
the U2 gene locus (red) that does not contain any U2 coding sequences overlaps the focus of RNA detected with the full-length U2 locus
probe. Overlap appears yellow. This indicates that DNA outside of the U2 coding sequence is transcribed. (C–F) A 1.8-kb probe detects both
U2 RNA in CBs and the RNA focus seen with the full-length probe. (C) U2 RNA signals seen with a full-length 6.1-kb probe. (D) U2 RNA
detection with a 1.8-kb probe containing the U2 gene. (E) CB detection. (F) Composite of all three colors. (G–J) U2 coding sequence detects
only U2 in CBs with faint nucleoplasmic speckle staining. (G) U2 RNA signals seen with a full-length 6.1-kb probe. (H) U2 RNA detection
with a U2 coding sequence probe. (I) CB detection. (J) Composite of all three colors.
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U2 and U1 loci simultaneously (Smith et al., 1995). These
findings raise the question of whether the interaction of CBs
with specific gene loci, and potentially other nuclear bodies,
is related to the metabolism of the corresponding RNAs.
Here we investigate the important question of whether the
variable, apparently transient association of U2 genes with
CBs reflects differences in RNA detected at different loci. We
report that a large RNA transcript is derived from the tan-
demly repeated U2 genes, including a region well beyond
the 199-base pair (bp) coding region of U2 snRNA. We also
report the first visualization of preU2 RNA distribution
within a nuclear structure with the use of a series of oligo-
nucleotide probes. We find surprising evidence that preU2
RNA is concentrated within CBs, implicating CBs directly in
some aspect of U2 RNA metabolism, which we suggest
could involve modification of newly synthesized U2 snRNA.
Finally, because of the close association of SMN gems to
CBs, we determined whether these structures are also pref-
erentially associated with the U2 gene and with preU2 RNA.
Our results show that the gems, which are physically dis-
tinct from CBs in the HeLa cells studied here, show no
specific interaction with the U2 gene or the precursor U2
RNA.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Antibodies and DNA Probes
To detect the tandemly repeated U2 locus and RNA, we used a
6.1-kilobase (kb) U2 locus probe, pTP18, cloned in the laboratory of
Alan Weiner (Van Arsdell and Weiner, 1984). A plasmid
(pMRG3U2) containing only the U2 coding sequence (Jacobson et
al., 1993) was obtained from Thoru Pederson (University of Massa-
chusetts, Worcester). 59 biotinylated oligonucleotide probes were
purchased from Keystone Laboratories (Foster City, CA).
A rabbit polyclonal antibody against the CB factor p80 coilin
(R288) (Raska et al., 1991), kindly provided by Edward Chan
(Scripps Research Institute), was used to visualize CBs. 2B1, a mAb
to SMN (Liu and Dreyfuss, 1996), was a gift from Gideon Dreyfuss
(University of Pennsylvania).
Cell Culture and Fixation
Experiments were done with the use of S3 HeLa cells or human
diploid fibroblasts WI38. Cells were grown on coverslips in DMEM
plus 10% FCS with 10 mg/ml pen/strep. Before fixation, cells were
washed first at room temperature and then on ice in HBSS (Life
Technologies/BRL, Grand Island, NY) followed by successive
washes on ice in cytoskeletal buffer (Fey et al., 1986) before a 0.5- to
5.0-min extraction in ice-cold cytoskeletal buffer containing 0.5%
Triton X-100 plus 2 mM vanadyl adenosine (BRL). Cells were then
immediately fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 13 PBS (pH 7.4) for
10 min and stored at 4°C in 70% ethanol.
Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization and
Immunofluorescence Staining
A detailed hybridization protocol can be found elsewhere (Johnson
et al., 1991). To target DNA alone, RNA was removed before hy-
bridization by denaturation in 0.07 N NaOH. For RNA hybridiza-
tions, cells were simply dehydrated through ethanol. All hybridiza-
tions were for 3 h to overnight at 37°C. Washes were done in 50%
formamide/23 SSC, 23 SSC, and 13 SSC. To colocalize the U2 gene
and its primary transcripts, a sequential hybridization protocol was
performed as described previously (Xing et al., 1995). Oligonucleo-
tide hybridizations were done with 5 ng of biotinylated oligonucle-
otide probe in 25% formamide. Washes were done in 15% form-
amide/23 SSC, 23 SSC, and 13 SSC.
Antibody staining was carried out with antibody diluted 1:500 in
43 SSC, 1% BSA for 1 h. Three washes (43 SSC, 43 SSC/0.1%
Triton X-100, 43 SSC) of 15 min each were then done. The antibody
was detected with the use of a fluorescein-, rhodamine-, or AMCA-
tagged secondary antibody (Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME)
diluted 1:500 in 43 SSC, 1% BSA. Ordinarily, in experiments with
both hybridization and immunofluorescence, the coilin staining was
done first and fixed again because hybridization resulted in a re-
duction of coilin staining.
Microscopy and Image Analysis
Images were captured with the use of a Photometrics (Tucson, AZ)
P-250 cooled charge-coupled device camera and either the WHIP
(G.W. Hannaway & Associates, Boulder, CO) or MetaMorph (Uni-
versal Imaging, West Chester, PA) image-processing package. The
microscope was a Zeiss (Thornwood, NY) Axioplan with a 1003
plan-apo 1.4 numerical aperture objective, a triple band-pass filter
set (63000, Chroma, Brattleboro, VT), and a Z-axis motorized stage
(LEP, Hawthorne, NY). The analysis of gene and/or RNA position
relative to CBs was done by first viewing the target signal under a
single filter set to verify the efficiency of hybridization and then
switching to a separate filter set to verify coilin staining before
viewing simultaneously. For each experiment, at least two investi-
gators scored the slide separately.
For three-dimensional analysis in Figure 4, a focal series of 20
images at intervals of 0.15 mm were captured. The image stack was
then processed with the Scanalytics CELLview 2.0 nearest neighbor
deblurring algorithm to remove out-of-focus light. The area of in-
terest (;3 mm 3 3 mm 3 2 mm) in the stack was rendered with Brick
of Bytes version 1.2 (Graphics and Visualization Laboratory, Army
High-Performance Computing Research Center, University of Min-
nesota).
RESULTS
Detection of RNA Transcripts from the U2 Gene
Locus
A U2 oligonucleotide probe (Figure 1A) detects a broad
nucleoplasmic distribution of mature U2 RNA (Figure 1B).
This pattern is consistent with the concentration of U2
snRNPs in CBs and in a “speckled” pattern corresponding to
splicing factor–rich domains, as described previously
(Carmo-Fonseca et al., 1992; Huang and Spector, 1992).
Given the abundance of mature U2 RNA, the challenge was
to discriminate new versus mature U2 transcripts. We ini-
tially investigated whether newly synthesized transcripts
from the U2 locus could be detected in association with the
Figure 1 (facing page). Detection of RNA transcripts from the U2
locus. (A) Diagram of the 6.1-kb U2 repeat and positions of the U2
locus probe and 59 U2 oligonucleotide probe. See Figure 5 for the
sequence of the 59 U2 oligonucleotide. (B) Distribution of U2 snRNA
in HeLa nucleus detected with the U2-specific oligonucleotide. (C
and D) HeLa cell nucleus hybridized for DNA (green) and RNA
(red) with the 6.1-kb U2 gene locus probe shows gene foci without
significant RNA signals associated or not associated with a DNA
signal. There are three U2 loci in HeLa cells. (E) U2 locus RNA
hybridization (green) in a metaphase cell. Numerous discrete foci
are evident. (F) HeLa cell nucleus hybridized with the U2 locus
probe for U2 DNA (green), RNA (red), and stained with an anti-
coilin antibody to visualize CBs (blue). This nucleus shows a CB
with each of the three gene locus foci as well as a separate RNA
signal, possibly separated from the nearest gene locus.
Cajal (Coiled) Bodies and U2 RNA
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Figure 3.
Figure 4.
Table 1. CB association with U2 gene loci relative to RNA accumulation
Gene only with CB
(no RNA detected)
RNA with CB (RNA signal
separate from gene) Gene plus RNA with CB
Percent of U2
signals scored
43.3 (52/120)a 5.0 (2/40) 51.0 (125/245)
Three-color detection of U2 gene loci (DNA), RNA (using the 6.1-kb U2 locus probe), and CBs (Fig. 3) was used to determine if CB association
was related to the presence of detectable RNA accumulations. The difference in CB association seen in genes with and without detectable
RNA accumulations (51 vs. 43%) was not deemed to be significant. RNA signals separated from the genes did not appear to associate with
CBs at significant levels.
a Number associated/number scored.
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gene with a sequential RNA/DNA hybridization procedure
in which the same probe sequence is used to detect RNA and
DNA in two distinct colors (Xing et al., 1995). For this pur-
pose, we used as a probe the 6.1-kb locus sequence for the
U2 tandem repeat, which includes the U2 gene as well as
intergenic sequences (Figure 1A). Results revealed bright
focal RNA signals often tightly associated with U2 DNA
signal but not completely overlapping it (Figure 1, C and D).
The presence or amount of RNA signal was variable, with
some U2 loci often associated with a large, bright RNA focus
(easily seen through the microscope) but other U2 loci asso-
ciated with little or no detectable RNA. This variability
between RNA signals did not appear to be technical, because
within a single nucleus the RNA signals varied markedly
between alleles, whereas the corresponding DNA signals
were far more uniform (Figure 1, C and D). Although vari-
ation in RNA signal intensity was apparent in most cells,
;30% of HeLa nuclei had at least one U2 allele with which
no RNA focus was visible above background.
Remarkably, in ;30% of cells, discrete RNA signals were
observed spatially separate from the DNA loci, sometimes
by a considerable distance (Figure 1, C, D, and F). The
brightest RNA foci were generally juxtaposed to the gene;
however, even when separate from the gene, the RNA ac-
cumulations maintained a tight round focus, suggesting
some structural constraint to their free diffusion. In a large
fraction of cells, there were more U2 RNA foci than U2 DNA
signals, further indicating that these foci are not always at
sites of transcription. Rather, the results indicate that these
“packets” of RNA from the U2 locus have detached and
moved from their site of transcription, a phenomenon that
has not been seen for any of numerous premRNAs yet
studied. These round RNA accumulations are distinct from
the more diffuse or track-like distributions reported for
(pre)-mRNAs such as collagen and actin (Xing et al., 1995).
Additionally, these RNA foci are clearly visible in the cyto-
plasm of many dividing cells (Figure 1E), further supporting
the concept of packets of RNA that persist independent of
the gene.
A Large Transcript from the U2 Locus Extends
beyond the 3* Box of “PreU2 RNA”
The U2 locus probe detected bright foci of RNA with the
gene, yet not the mature U2 transcripts within the CB (Fig-
ure 1F). Although this probe contains the mature U2 se-
quences, we reasoned that the probe complexity must be too
high to efficiently detect the mature U2 sequence, which
constitutes only 3% of the U2 locus probe sequence. The
influence of probe complexity on the sensitivity of detection
has been demonstrated directly (Johnson et al., 1993). Our
results further suggested that foci of “U2 locus RNA” likely
contain a larger transcript, more readily detected by the U2
locus probe. This hypothesis was borne out by a series of
analyses with the use of the probes shown in Figure 2A. The
6.1-kb probe was cut, creating a 1.8-kb fragment containing
sequences encoding U2 snRNA and a 4.3-kb sequence con-
taining no known U2 RNA coding sequence (Figure 2A).
These probes detected distinct RNA distributions. The
4.3-kb probe detected the U2 locus RNA foci seen with the
6.1-kb probe (Figure 2B), thus proving that sequences .1 kb
beyond the U2 coding region are transcribed. The 1.8-kb
probe (containing U2 RNA as 14% of the sequence) detected
both U2 locus RNA foci and faint signal in CBs (Figure 2,
C–F). An additional probe containing only the 188-bp ma-
ture U2 snRNA sequence detected only snRNA within the
CB and very weakly in speckles, but not the U2 locus RNA
foci (Figure 2, G–J). Although the small U2 coding sequence
probe was seen only in the CB, this is likely because it
represents such a small portion of the larger transcript
within the U2 locus RNA foci, as further suggested below.
Do Differences in U2 Locus RNA Foci Correlate
with CB Association?
Using a combination of immunofluorescence for coilin and
RNA FISH with the U2 locus probe, we determined the level
of association between CBs and the newly synthesized tran-
scripts from the U2 locus. Interestingly, the frequency with
which the U2 locus RNA foci associated with CBs was
;40%, very similar to the frequency with which we found
the U2 DNA loci associated with this structure in the same
HeLa cells. Also similar to the gene (Smith et al., 1995), the
RNA foci localized precisely at the periphery of the CB, with
little or no overlap (Figure 1F).
The similar percentages of DNA and RNA signals that
associate with CBs might appear to suggest a correlation in
which gene loci that associate with CBs have U2 locus RNA
foci. To address this directly required simultaneous detec-
tion of U2 locus DNA, RNA, and CBs in three distinct colors,
as illustrated in Figures 1F and 3. Initial analysis suggested
that there was not a consistent correlation between the
amount of RNA present and whether the DNA was associ-
ated with a CB. In quantifying this relationship in a large cell
sample, we scored cells in which there were very clear
differences in RNA at different loci, particularly those in
which one locus appeared negative for RNA foci. Scoring
these triple-label experiments showed that the presence or
amount of locus RNA signal did not correlate with the
association of that DNA locus with a visible CB (Table 1). In
fact, within individual nuclei, examples were seen in which
one U2 locus had no detectable RNA and yet was associated
with a CB, whereas another locus with a large RNA focus
was not (Figure 3, A–D). These results show that the pres-
ence (or absence) of a detectable RNA accumulation at the
U2 locus does not correlate with or depend on its CB asso-
ciation. Because we cannot strictly infer the transcriptional
status of the U2 locus by the absence of these RNA foci, we
do not conclude that gene loci without detectable RNA are
transcriptionally silent. Nonetheless, we clearly see U2 locus
RNA emanating from DNA loci that are not associated with
CBs.
Figure 3 (facing page). CB association with the U2 gene is not
dependent on the presence of U2 locus RNA. (A) Three-color image
shows one CB (D, blue) associating with a U2 gene locus (B, green)
in the absence of any detectable RNA (C, red), whereas another gene
has a significant RNA focus but no CB.
Figure 4 (facing page). Three-dimensional visualization of CB, U2
gene locus, and RNA. CB (blue) associated with two U2 loci (green)
and RNA from the U2 locus (red). The close association of the CB
and the U2 gene locus is evident, whereas the RNA foci do not
appear to be as closely associated with the CB.
Cajal (Coiled) Bodies and U2 RNA
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Figure 5.
Figure 6.
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Aspects of these results indicate that CBs interact most
closely with the DNA locus itself, rather than with the RNA
foci. Specifically, U2 DNA signals frequently associate with
CB in the absence of detectable U2 RNA foci, but the reverse
is not true, i.e., packets of U2 locus RNA rarely associate
with CBs in the absence of the gene (Table 1). Additionally,
when an RNA focus is oriented to one side of a gene, a CB,
if present, typically contacts the gene, but not necessarily the
RNA focus (Figures 3 and 4). A representative example of
the three-dimensional analysis of U2 gene locus, RNA, and
CB is demonstrated by three-dimensional rendering of a
three-color DNA/RNA/coilin experiment (Figure 4). The
intimate relationship of the two U2 gene loci with the outer
edge of the CB is apparent, whereas the RNA foci are not so
closely associated (and neither appears to enter the interior
of the CB). These results are most consistent with the CB
interacting directly with the gene, irrespective of whether a
detectable RNA accumulation is present.
PreU2 RNA, but Not the Longer U2 Locus
Transcript, Is Found within the CB
A second strategy was then used to visualize the distribu-
tion of immature U2 RNA transcripts within the nucleus,
based on specific detection of an 11-nucleotide sequence at
the 39 end of preU2, which is cleaved in the cytoplasm to
produce the mature U2 transcript (Wieben et al., 1985). To
distinguish between preU2 and mature U2 RNA, we gener-
ated oligonucleotides designed to detect this 39 tail (boxed
sequence in Figure 5). A set of oligonucleotide probes was
used, each 22 nucleotides long: two that would detect both
mature U2 and preU2, one specific to the preU2, and a
control oligonucleotide that illustrates the specificity of the
preU2 oligonucleotide (Figure 5). The preU2 control oligo-
nucleotide is identical to the preU2 oligonucleotide for the
first 15 nucleotides but differs in 7 nucleotides specific to the
preU2 tail, providing a negative control to ensure that the 15
nucleotides complementary to the mature U2 are insufficient
f eU2 oligonucleotide hybridization produces a signal that
overlaps CBs, as seen with anti-coilin antibody. In contrast,
the preU2 control produces little or no nuclear signal (Figure
6D). The 59 and 39 mature U2 oligonucleotides detect RNA in
CBs but also U2 in a more diffuse speckled pattern, corre-
sponding to splicing factor–rich domains known to contain
snRNPs (Huang and Spector, 1992) (Figure 6, A and B).
Although 15 nucleotides of the 39 U2 oligonucleotide over-
lap the preU2 sequence, the two probes produce a different
pattern by in situ hybridization. The fact that the preU2
probe did not detect the more diffuse speckled signal seen
with both 59 and 39 mature U2 oligonucleotides provides
further evidence of its specificity for preU2 versus mature
U2 RNA. Additionally, the lack of CB staining with the
preU2 control shows that the preU2 colocalization with CBs
is not an artifact of “bleed-through” of the coilin detection.
This experiment was repeated several times with similar
results.
As shown in Figure 7, three-dimensional analysis with the
use of optical sectioning confirms what was apparent from
two-dimensional visualization: that the preU2 RNA signal is
clearly within the CB, not just around it or over it. Interest-
ingly, the preU2 RNA is detected in all CBs, rather than only
in CBs associated with the U2 gene loci (see DISCUSSION).
The preU2 signal was reasonably intense and easily visible
without image processing. To estimate the relative amounts
of preU2 and mature U2 in CBs, the average fluorescence
signal with each probe was measured under identical con-
ditions. Although this procedure provides only a rough
estimate, we measured the preU2 signal within CBs at ;10–
20% of the U2 signal. Thus, it appears that both mature and
preU2 RNAs concentrate in CBs, whereas only the mature
U2 is found in the rest of the speckled pattern.
Having demonstrated a sensitive oligonucleotide assay
for preU2 RNA, we then used this to determine directly that
foci of U2 locus RNA (seen with the large U2 locus probe)
contain preU2 RNA. Because it has been reported that there
is a putative LTR promoter in each U2 locus tandem repeat
that points in the direction opposite the U2 gene (Figure 1A)
(Pavelitz et al., 1995), we used strand-specific oligonucleo-
tide probes to investigate whether one or both DNA strands
produced RNA. These experiments were also done in WI38
cells, which rarely contain CBs, to avoid confusion regarding
whether preU2 signal was in the locus RNA foci or the CB.
Using the preU2 oligonucleotide probe or its opposite-
strand counterpart (Figure 5), we found that the bright U2
locus RNA foci contain preU2 but not opposite-strand RNA
(Figure 8, A–C). The preU2 oligonucleotide signals were
faint but usually visible through the microscope and clearly
apparent by digital imaging, as seen in Figure 8, A and B.
Almost all of the very bright U2 locus RNA signals (gener-
ally associated with the gene) contained preU2 signal. How-
ever, the opposite-strand probe did not produce a signal
above background (Figure 8C), indicating that the U2 locus
RNA foci contain preU2 transcribed from the U2 promoter
and not from the putative LTR.
Hybridization with an oligonucleotide probe to a se-
quence ;30 nucleotides downstream of the U2 coding re-
gion (39 noncoding oligonucleotide; Figure 5) produced a
signal that overlaps the U2 locus RNA signal but did not
overlap CBs, as does preU2 (Figure 8D). This is further
evidence that most of the primary U2 transcripts extend past
the 39 box, as was reported recently by Cuello et al. (1999).
However, our results also make the important point that the
longer 39 sequences are not present on the preU2 RNA
within CBs. As discussed below, this suggests that some-
where between the gene locus and the CB, sequences that
extend beyond the 39 box are removed from a larger precur-
sor transcript.
Figure 5 (facing page). Map of U2 RNA indicating positions of
probe oligonucleotides (see Figures 6–8). The underlined sequence
is the U2 coding region. The boxed sequence at the 39 end of U2
represents preU2 tail that is removed in the cytoplasm. The box
below the sequence map indicates the name of each oligonucleotide
(color coded) and whether or not it detects RNA in CBs and/or
splicing factor–rich speckles.
Figure 6 (facing page). CBs contain preU2 RNA. (Column A) 59
U2 oligonucleotide (red) recognizes U2 in CBs (green) and more
diffuse U2 in speckles (SC-35 domains). (Column B) 39 U2 oligonu-
cleotide (red) also recognizes U2 in CBs (green) and more diffuse U2
in speckles. (Column C) The preU2 oligonucleotide (red) detects
preU2 in CBs (green) only. (Column D) The preU2 control oligonu-
cleotide (red) does not produce any signal above background.
Cajal (Coiled) Bodies and U2 RNA
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Figure 7. PreU2 is found throughout the CB. To show conclusively that preU2 is inside the CB and not next to or around it, we performed
a three-dimensional analysis of overlap between the preU2 signal and coilin staining. Shown are three optical sections through a large CB
that are ;0.2 mm apart. These sections indicate that the preU2 and coilin signals are completely coincident within the CB.
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Do SMN Gems Associate with U2 snRNA Genes or
PreU2 RNA?
Finally, we determined whether nuclear gems mirrored the
relationships with U2 seen for CBs. Although in many cell
types gems and CBs appear to be coincident (Carvalho et al.,
1999), in the HeLa cells studied here they were clearly dis-
tinct and separate entities in most cells. Hence, it was com-
pelling to address whether the gems showed similar rela-
tionships to U2 genes and RNAs. In our HeLa cells, ;68% of
nuclei had detectable gems, indicated by the accumulation
of SMN protein. These nuclei averaged 3.3 CBs and 2.1 SMN
gems. Interestingly, gems not associated with CBs showed
no preferential relationship with the U2 loci (Table 2). This
point further corroborates the specificity and potential func-
tional significance of the U2 loci’s very frequent association
with CBs. We also examined whether the U2 loci associated
with gems in WI38 fibroblasts in which CBs are absent, but
we found no specific interaction with U2 loci (Table 3).
Although these diploid fibroblasts rarely contain visible
CBs, as in HeLa cells ;66% of nuclei contained at least 1 gem
(averaging ;2.1/nucleus). These results further suggest that
CBs and gems are different entities, although they appear to
be coincident in many cell types. Finally, we found no
evidence of preU2 RNA within the nuclear gems (our un-
published results), suggesting a potential functional differ-
ence between CBs and gems in the metabolism of U2
snRNA.
DISCUSSION
This work provides a number of insights into the interaction
of CBs with the U2 gene locus and its RNA products, in-
cluding several unexpected findings, the most surprising of
which is the detection of substantial preU2 signal within
CBs. This may initially appear inconsistent with earlier re-
sults showing trimethyl-guanosine cap structures, indicative
of mature snRNAs, within CBs (Raska et al., 1991; Carmo-
Fonseca et al., 1992). However, these results are not at all
inconsistent given that we show both mature and immature
U2 RNA within CBs. Similarly, our results suggest an ex-
planation for how the presence of preU2 RNA in CBs can be
reconciled with their apparent paucity of uridine incorpora-
tion (Raska, 1995; Jordan et al., 1997; Schul et al., 1998c), long
thought to indicate that they contain no newly synthesized
RNA. Our results agree with uridine-labeling studies that
most of the U2 in the CB is mature and that transcription per
se does not occur within the CB. Moreover, our results also
indicate that an unexpectedly large U2 transcript is made
outside the CB and that only a much smaller preU2 RNA
transcript enters the CB. Hence, only a very small amount of
the RNA mass would be found inside the CB, which may be
difficult to detect by uridine labeling. Certainly, some cau-
tion is warranted in interpreting the results of oligonucleo-
tide hybridizations; however, both the absence of staining
with the negative control probe and the clearly distinct
distribution of the preU2 RNA and mature U2 RNA oligo-
nucleotides strongly indicate specificity for preU2 RNA.
Although we would not conclude that the results presented
here provide unequivocal proof that preU2 RNA is within
CBs, they clearly provide very strong and unexpected evi-
dence for this important point. This evidence leads us to
consider new ways of thinking about potential functions of
the CB.
Are CBs Involved in PreU2 RNA Modifications and/
or Transport?
Earlier studies indicate that the newly synthesized U2 tran-
scripts must go to the cytoplasm for 59 cap trimethylation, 39
end cleavage, and assembly into snRNPs (Wieben et al.,
1985; Mattaj, 1988). If preU2 transcripts cannot be assembled
or used in the CB, then their presence in the CB is more
likely related to some aspect of preU2 RNA metabolism or
transport. Although modification of the 59 cap and cleavage
of the 11- to 12-bp 39 tail occur in the cytoplasm, recent
evidence indicates that preU2 RNA must undergo other
Table 2. Gems associate with U2 gene loci via CBs
Percent with CB
only
Percent with
U2 only
Percent CB/
SMN/U2
SMN 34.5 (20/58)a 6.9 (4/58) 36.2 (21/58)
CB – 53.8 (63/117) –
The percentage of SMN gems associated with only CBs or with CBs
plus U2 gene loci is far greater than the percentage of gems found
only with U2 loci, indicating that CB-independent gems do not
associate with U2 loci.
a Number associated/number scored.
Table 3. Association of SMN gems with the U2 gene locus is
cell dependent
Percent gems associated
with U2 locus
Percent gems close
to U2 locus
WI38 0 (0/42)a 4.8 (2/42)
HeLa 14.8 (12/81) 18.5 (15/81)
SMN gems do not associate with U2 gene loci in WI38 fibroblasts in
which CBs are rare, whereas they are often associated with or very
close to (less than ;0.5 mm) CBs in HeLa cells. Approximately 54%
of CBs are associated with U2 loci in these HeLa cells (Table 2).
a Number associated/number scored.
Figure 8 (facing page). The U2 locus RNA accumulation contains
preU2. Cohybridizations with the U2 4.3-kb probe (green) and
preU2 (red) or preU2 opposite-strand (red) oligonucleotide probes
in HeLa cells (column A) and WI38 fibroblasts (columns B and C).
In the HeLa cells, preU2 signal (red) detects CBs and fainter signals
(arrows) overlapping the RNA foci detected with the U2 4.3-kb
probe (green). WI38 fibroblasts do not have CBs but show a similar
overlap of preU2 signal with U2 4.3-kb signal. The preU2 opposite-
strand probe does not produce a signal above background. (Row D)
39 noncoding oligonucleotide probe (red) that hybridizes to a region
27 nucleotides downstream of the end of the preU2 sequence pro-
duces a signal that overlaps the RNA focus seen with the 4.3-kb U2
probe (green) but does not overlap CBs (blue). See Figure 5 for
sequences and positions of oligonucleotide probes.
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modifications that occur in the nucleus, including methyl-
ation and pseudouridylation (Yu et al., 1998). It is not known
whether these modifications occur before or after the RNA
goes to the cytoplasm, but factors involved in these modifi-
cations have been found in the nucleolar cell fraction, which
includes both CBs and nucleoli. Hence, preU2 RNA may
either undergo modification in the CB or the CB may trans-
port the preU2 RNA to the nucleolus (for modification) or
the nuclear envelope (for cytoplasmic processing).
It is important to note that no similar concentration of
preU2 is seen in SMN gems, providing a clue to a functional
distinction between these two entities. Not only do the gems
(when distinct from the CB) not label for preU2 RNA, they
also show no association with U2 gene loci. Given the sim-
ilar size and number of CBs and gems, this not only provides
a clue to a functional distinction between these bodies but
also corroborates the specificity of the CB’s interaction with
U2 genes.
The U2 Gene Locus Produces a Large Transcript
The U2 gene locus transcript was previously thought to be a
small 200-nucleotide preU2 RNA (Wieben et al., 1985; Dahl-
berg and Lund, 1988). A recent report shows that the human
U2 gene produces transcripts most of which are at least 250
nucleotides longer than preU2, with some (;18%) more than
600 nucleotides longer (Cuello et al., 1999). The U2 locus
transcripts seen here support and extend this finding and
suggest that some of the transcripts could be even larger,
given that we detect RNA with a probe that begins ;1.5 kb
downstream from the U2 gene. These results also raise the
possibility that the many tandem 6.1-kb U2 repeats could be
transcribed as a single large transcript that is then rapidly
processed. Although there is no previous evidence for this
type of transcript from the U2 locus, the histone gene cluster
in newt oocytes is transcribed as a multigene transcript
(Bromley and Gall, 1987), as are snoRNA gene clusters in
maize (Leader et al., 1997; Shaw et al., 1998). Alternatively,
the U2 locus RNA could contain transcripts other than those
initiated at the U2 promoter. The U2 repeat unit does contain
a putative viral LTR sequence that could possibly support
transcription (Pavelitz et al., 1995). However, our strand-
specific probes (Figure 7) do not find evidence for this pos-
sibility, and to our knowledge there has been no evidence
presented for any other transcribed sequences in this repeat.
Another novel observation of the U2 DNA and RNA
hybridizations is the separation of some RNA foci from the
gene locus (Figure 1, C, D, and F). It is possible that the RNA
packets that have detached from the gene could be nonfunc-
tional transcripts in the process of being degraded; however,
they may also be sites where a larger U2 RNA precursor is
undergoing some step in nuclear processing. Thus, our re-
sults indicate that there is a large transcript produced by the
U2 locus and that this focus of RNA contains, at least in part,
preU2 (Figure 8). Although the exact nature of the RNA in
this focus is unclear at this time, we believe that it still
provides a marker indicative of the transcriptional activity
of the U2 locus.
Foci of U2 Locus RNA Show No Simple Correlation
with CBs
Given that in our HeLa cells only ;45% of U2 gene loci
associate with a CB at any given time, it was important to
determine whether differences would be observed in RNA at
these loci. Interestingly, we do find marked differences in the
amount of RNA associated with different U2 loci within the
same cell. Although some variability in RNA amount is
observed between alleles for protein-coding genes, for the
U2 locus these allelic differences are much more frequent
and pronounced. Although we cannot rule out the possibil-
ity that our approach may miss low levels of the nascent
preU2 transcripts on the gene, the presence or absence of
RNA foci at different alleles did not simply correlate with
the gene’s association with a CB (Figure 3 and Table 1).
Our results indicate that U2 gene expression is indepen-
dent the gene’s immediate association with the CB. How-
ever, this association could still be involved in U2 RNA
regulation within a population. Production of the snRNAs is
reportedly regulated by dosage compensation, which keeps
their relative levels constant (Mangin et al., 1985). It remains
possible that the CB/gene interaction is involved in regulat-
ing the production (up or down) of basal cellular metabolic
components, analogous to a “thermostat” that indicates and
integrates basal metabolic needs within the cell. CB associ-
ations could regulate a U2 locus but, because our observa-
tions are just a snapshot in time, the presence or absence of
RNA foci would not necessarily reflect the dynamic tran-
scriptional status of the U2 genes.
A recent report (Frey et al., 1999) concluded that there is a
positive correlation between CB association and U2 gene
expression, suggesting that the association is not just fortu-
itous but functionally significant. This was based on an
analysis of the frequency (within a cell population) of
CB–U2 gene associations and the general cellular level of
snRNA detected by primer extension. Although the results
from that study are consistent with RNA at a given locus
mediating interactions with the CB, this is not shown di-
rectly. Our direct visualization of the genes, RNA, and CBs
suggests that neither the presence nor absence of RNA is
correlated with the gene’s interaction with the CBs. The fact
that we see no correlation between U2 RNA foci at the locus
and its association with the CB does not fit easily with the
hypothesis that sustained association with the CB is re-
quired to maintain gene activity or gene repression. How-
ever, our data do not rule out some involvement in regula-
tion, but they indicate that, if such regulation exists, it would
involve a mechanism in which transient interaction with the
CB results in a sustained impact on gene expression.
Our findings leave open the possibility that the CB inter-
action may be with the gene rather than its RNA, because
genes without detectable RNA foci frequently associate but
RNA foci without genes only rarely contact CBs. Our three-
dimensional analysis of gene, RNA, and CB also suggests a
closer spatial association with the gene locus than with the
RNA foci (Figure 4).
Because preU2 RNA is in all CBs but only a subset is
associated with gene loci, these puzzling results preclude a
simple model in which only the CBs associated with U2
genes contain preU2. We can envision three possibilities that
could account for this finding. The first would involve the
formation of CBs at U2 gene loci. The idea that U2 loci are
involved in the nucleation or biogenesis of CBs was previ-
ously suggested based on the appearance of very small CBs
at some U2 loci (Smith et al., 1995). Second, CBs could
rapidly move through the nucleus. The CB has often been
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described as a kinetic structure, and most evidence would
suggest movement between different associations in the nu-
cleus. Our observations are only a snapshot in time, so it
could conceivably be difficult to catch a CB without preU2 in
it, especially if the larger CBs coalesce from smaller ones
moving together from different locations. A recent study
that used a GFP–U2B fusion protein in plant cells reports CB
movement and coalescence (Boudonck et al., 1999). This
finding is in agreement with recent preliminary results from
our laboratory with the use of GFP–coilin in HeLa cells (R.
Tam, unpublished observation). Third, the preU2 could
move to the CB by diffusion or a directed process. If so, then
the CB associations with the U2 gene locus would not nec-
essarily be related to any potential role in preU2 metabolism,
but it could still reflect a distinct function related to gene
regulation.
The CB is a dynamic nuclear structure that may not have
a singular function but rather multiple interrelated func-
tions. The potential involvement of CBs in the assembly of
snRNPs and RNA metabolic complexes could be unrelated
to the presence of preU2 RNA in CBs or their specific asso-
ciation with U2 genes. However, we favor the view that the
Cajal (coiled) body is a structure that reflects and may serve
to integrate and balance multiple functions related to the
biogenesis of RNA metabolic components.
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